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Introduction

This is Innovative Language Learning.

Go to InnovativeLanguage.com/audiobooks to get the lesson notes for this course, and sign up for your
FREE lifetime account.

This Audiobook will take you through the basics of Spanish with Basic Bootcamp, All About, and
Pronunciation lessons.

The five Basic Bootcamp lessons each center on a practical, real-life conversation. At the beginning of
the lesson, we'll introduce the background of the conversation. Then, you'll hear the conversation two
times: one time at natural native speed, and one time with English translation. After the conversation,
you'll learn carefully selected vocabulary and key grammar concepts. Next, you'll hear the
conversation one time at natural native speed. Finally, practice what you have learned with the review
track. In the review track, a native speaker will say a word or phrase from the dialogue, wait three
seconds, and then give you the English translation. Say the word aloud during the pause. Halfway
through the review track, the order will be reversed. The English translation will be provided first,
followed by a three-second pause, and then the word or phrase from the dialogue. Repeat the words
and phrases you hear in the review track aloud to practice pronunciation and reinforce what you have
learned.

In the fifteen All About lessons, you’ll learn all about Spanish and Spain. Our native teachers and
language experts will explain everything you need to know to get started in Spanish, including how to
understand the writing system, grammar, pronunciation, cultural background, tradition, society, and
more -- all in a fun and educational format!

The five Pronunciation lessons take you step-by-step through the most basic skill in any language: how
to pronounce words and sentences like a native speaker. You’ll go from basic concepts to advanced
tips and will soon sound like you’ve been speaking Spanish your entire life.

Before starting the lessons, go to InnovativeLanguage.com/audiobooks to get the lesson notes for this
course, and sign up for your FREE lifetime account.

                                                                    © www.SpanishPod101.com - All Rights Reserved          
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Basic Bootcamp

A Pleasure to Meet You

1 Spanish 2
English 2

Vocabulary 2
Phrase Usage 2

Grammar Points 3
Cultural Insight 5
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Spanish

JESÚS Hola, soy Jesús.
MONSERRAT Yo soy Monserrat, mucho gusto.
JESÚS El gusto es mío.

English

JESÚS Hi, I'm Jesús.
MONSERRAT I'm Monserrat; it's a pleasure to meet you.
JESÚS The pleasure is mine.

Vocabulary
Spanish English Class

hola hello, hi interjection
yo I personal pronoun
ser to be interjection

Mucho gusto. It's a pleasure to meet you. phrase
El gusto es mio. The pleasure is mine. phrase

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

Hola, ¿cómo esta ud? "Hi, how are you?" (formal)
Yo estoy feliz. "I am happy."
¿Eres de los Estados Unidos? "Are you from the United States?"
¡Hola Paola, mucho gusto! "Hi Paola, it's a pleasure to meet you!"
¡Hola Monica! ¡El gusto es mio! "Hi Monica, the pleasure is mine!

Vocabulary Phrase Usage

Hola ("Hello")
Hola is the standard greeting in the Spanish language. This greeting is universal throughout the
Spanish-speaking world. We can use hola in either formal or informal situations. When greeting people
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throughout the day, we often pair it with either buenos días ("good morning"), buenas tardes ("good
afternoon"), or buenas noches ("good evening").

Soy ("I am")
Soy means "I am": it's the verb ser in the first person. Ser, of course, is the verb that means "to be." We
use ser to describe identity. Both Jesús and Monserrat use soy to tell the other person what his name is.

Mucho gusto ("a pleasure to meet you")
Mucho gusto is what people say immediately after an introduction. In English, we would say "a
pleasure to meet you." A common response to mucho gusto is el gusto es mío (literally, "the pleasure is
mine").

 

Grammar Points

The Focus of This Lesson Is Ser ("to Be").
Yo soy Monserrat, mucho gusto.
"I'm Monserrat; it's a pleasure to meet you."

Ser is one of the Spanish verbs that means "to be," and it's the one we use to describe identity. We
heard two forms of ser in the dialogue today. One was in the first person: soy Jesús, soy Monserrat.
That word soy is the first person form of ser, so it means "I am."
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We also hear the third-person form of ser later in this dialogue when we hear el gusto es mío ("the
pleasure is mine"). The word es means "it is."

You'll notice that the forms of ser are irregular; that is, it's hard to predict that soy and es are forms of 
ser. You'll have to memorize these irregular forms. 

We mentioned earlier that two Spanish verbs correspond to the English verb "to be." Ser, as we said,
deals with describing identity. There's another verb, estar, that also means "to be." 

Names in Spanish

Although many people in the Spanish-speaking world have first names and middle names, it's also
common to have double first names; for example, Juan Carlos, José Luis, or for women María Luisa,
Ana María, and so forth. In informal situations, Spanish speakers will abbreviate with the second name
(rather than the first). For example, my first name in Spanish is Juan Patricio; someone trying to be
informal with me might call me Patricio but not Juan.

 

 

 

Spanish speakers may also present themselves with double last names as well. In this case, the first
family name you hear will be the paternal last name and the second will be the maternal name. In less
formal situations, we just use the paternal name.

As an example, my name in Spanish would be Juan Patricio Villanueva Mari. Juan Patricio is my
double first name, my last name is Villanueva, and the Mari you hear at the end is my maternal family
name. I wouldn't use this extended version of my name unless I were in a formal or official situation.
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Finally, Spanish speakers in general love to use apodos. These nicknames may or may not be based on
your name. They can shorten your name (e.g., Juan Patricio becomes Patricio, Santiago becomes
Santi). They may lengthen your name by adding cute suffixes like -ito, -ico, or -ita, so Miguel
becomes Miguelito, David becomes Davidico, Teresa becomes Teresita, and Ana becomes Anita.
They may also give you descriptive apodos, such as el alto, la turca, el silvador, el sinistro, 
hamburguesa, and so forth.

In most cases, these apodos will indicate affection.

 

Cultural Insight

To Kiss or Not to Kiss...

Spanish speakers as a rule greet each other with physical contact. We greet women with a kiss to the
cheek (more often than not, this "kiss" is actually touching cheeks and kissing the air). The number of
kisses is specified by region, and anywhere from one to four kisses is customary. Men greet each other
with handshakes rather than kisses.
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Basic Bootcamp

Hello, I'm American!

2 Spanish 2
English 2

Vocabulary 2
Phrase Usage 2

Grammar Points 3
Cultural Insight 6
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Spanish

MICHELLE ¡Hola! Soy Michelle. Soy costarricense.
CARLOS ¡Hola, Michelle! Yo soy Carlos.  Soy estadounidense.

English

MICHELLE Hello. I'm Michelle. I'm Costa Rican.
CARLOS Hello, Michelle. I'm Carlos. I'm American.

Vocabulary
Spanish English Class

estadounidense American adjective
costarricense Costa Rican adjective

puertoriqueño(-a) Puerto Rican adjective
inglés English adjective

español Spanish adjective

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

Él es estadounidense. "He is American."
¿Eres costarricense? "Are you Costa Rican?"
Son Puertoriqueños. "They are Puerto Rican."
William Shakespeare era inglés. "William Shakespeare was English."
Somos españoles. "We are Spanish (Spaniard)."

Vocabulary Phrase Usage

Countries, nationalities, and ethnicities:

los Estados Unidos ("The United States") 
estadounidense ("American")
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Puerto Rico ("Puerto Rico")
puertoriqueño ("Puerto Rican")

Costa Rica ("Costa Rica") 
costarricense ("Costa Rican")

Inglaterra ("England") 
inglés ("English")

España ("Spain") 
español ("Spanish")

Irlandia ("Ireland") 
irlandés ("Irish")

Mexico ("Mexico") 
mexicano ("Mexican")

Bolivia ("Bolivia") 
boliviano ("Bolivian")

 

Grammar Points

The Focus of This Bootcamp Lesson Is How to Talk about Ethnicity and Nationality.
Soy costarricense.
"I'm Costa Rican."

In this lesson, we heard the following phrases: ¡Hola! Soy Michelle. Soy costariscense. 
("Hello. I'm Michelle.  I'm Costa Rican.") and ¡Hola! Yo soy Carlos. Soy estadounidense.
("Hello. I'm Carlos. I'm American.")

 

Expressing Ethnicities
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To express nationality and ethnicity in Spanish, we use the verb ser ("to be"). Remember, ser means
"to be," and ser is the verb we use when we're describing identity.  

 

When using ser in a sentence with a subject, we have to conjugate it; that is to say, we use a distinct
form for every grammatical person and number.

As an example, the first person singular form of ser is soy. 

For Example:

1. Soy JP, soy estadounidense.  

In each case, soy corresponds to the English "I am." 

If you want to address someone directly, use the second person singular form of ser, which is eres. 

For Example:

1. ¿Eres mexicano?  
"Are you Mexican?"  

To speak about another person, use the third person singular of ser, which is es. 

For Example:

1. No es mexicano, es guatemalteco.
"He's not Mexican, he's Guatemalan." 

The plural forms of ser include the first person plural somos... 
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For Example:

1. No somos argentinos.
 "We're not Argentinians."  

the second person plural son...and

For Example:

1. ¿No son españoles?
"You're not Spaniards?"

the third person plural, which is also son.

For Example:

1. Ellos son guatemaltecos también.
"They are Guatemalan as well."

In Spain, and only in Spain, they use a distinct second person plural form when talking in a familiar
context. The corresponding ser form is sois.

For Example:

1. Sois cubanos.
"You all are Cubans." 

Latin American Spanish speakers do not use that special Spanish familiar form; instead, they stick
with son.

For Example:

1. LC: BB_L2_042710         © www.SpanishPod101.com - All Rights Reserved          2010-04-27
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Son cubanos.
"You all are Cubans."  

Good to know!

In English when we talk about nationalities, we often use a noun; we hear that it's a noun because we
use an article.

For Example:

1. "I am an American; she is a Canadian."  

In Spanish, however, we usually describe nationalities and ethnicities with adjectives, so there's no
need for an article like "a" or "an."

For Example:

1. Soy americano, ella es canadiense. 
 

Also, please note that in Spanish, we capitalize the names of countries, but we do not capitalize the
adjectives derived from the names of those countries.  

 

Cultural Insight

How Popular is the Spanish Language?

Spanish is the fourth most-spoken language in the world. It's the official language of twenty countries
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and it is the second most-spoken language in the United States. The Spanish-speaking population of
the United States actually makes it the country with the fourth largest Spanish-speaking population in
the world.
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Basic Bootcamp

How Do You Say...?

3 Spanish 2
English 2

Vocabulary 2
Phrase Usage 3

Grammar Points 3
Cultural Insight 4
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Spanish

MARIO Oye, ¿cómo se dice "caché" en español?
BELÉN Se dice "caché", igual que en francés.
MARIO ¿Y cómo se escribe?
BELÉN C A C H E.  Lleva tilde la E.
MARIO Gracias.

English

MARIO Hey, how do you say "caché" in Spanish?
BELÉN You say "caché" the same as in French.
MARIO So how do you spell it?
BELÉN -C-A-C-H-E. The -E has an accent.
MARIO Thanks.

Vocabulary
Spanish English Class

oye listen, hey exclamation
¿Cómo se dice... en

español?
How do you say... in

Spanish?
phrase

el español the Spanish one, the
Spaniard, the Spanish

language

noun

el francés the French one, French
language

noun

¿Cómo se escribe? How is it spelled?, how is it
written?

phrase

Lleva tilde. It has an accent mark. phrase
gracias thanks, thank you exclamation

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

Oye, ¡ya basta! "Hey, that's enough!"

LC: BB_L3_050410         © www.SpanishPod101.com - All Rights Reserved          2010-05-04
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¿Cómo se dice 'pencil' en español? "How do you say pencil in Spanish?"
Aquí se habla español. "Spanish is spoken here."
Voy a entrenar a las tres de la tarde. "I'm going to work out at three in the afternoon."
¿Cómo se escribe "beige" en español? "How do you spell 'beige' in Spanish?"
Lleva tilde la A. "There's an accent on the '-a.'"
Gracias por venir. "Thank you for coming."

Vocabulary Phrase Usage

¿cómo se dice...en español? ("how is it said...in Spanish?")
We use the phrase ¿cómo se dice... en español? to ask how to say something in Spanish. Literally, this
is "how is it said...in Spanish?" You may simply point to the object you'd like the word for or give the
equivalent word in a different language: for example, ¿cómo se dice "beige" en español? ("How do you
say 'beige' in Spanish?") We use the phrase ¿cómo se escribe? for asking the spelling of a word.
Literally, this is "how is it written?"

 

Grammar Points

The Focus of This Lesson Is Asking Someone How to Say Something in Spanish.
Oye, ¿cómo se dice "caché" en español?
"Hey, how do you say "caché" in Spanish?"

¿Cómo? is an interrogative pronoun that is roughly equivalent to the English question word "how."
Note that we write it with an accent mark; this is to distinguish it from the relative pronoun como. 

 

You may have noticed that punctuation standards in Spanish are different from English ones. In this
dialogue, we see that we mark off questions with double question marks, which set off both the
beginning and end of a question. Using the double question marks is obligatory in formal expression
and in anything written for the public. However, many Spanish speakers omit the initial question mark
at the beginning of a question in very informal situations such as personal e-mail and Internet chat.
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In addition, note that we do not capitalize the names of languages like el español, el francés, el inglés,
and so forth in standard Spanish. 

 

Cultural Insight

The Spanish Equivalent of "Hey, You!"

Spanish speakers may begin a sentence with oye as an attention-getter. In context, it's equivalent to the
American habit of starting a sentence with "hey." Literally, it is the informal command "listen" from
the verb oír ("to listen"). The formal variation is oiga.

 

Other common ways to get a Spanish speaker's attention are the verbs disculpar and perdonar, both of
which mean "to forgive" or "to excuse." The command forms in the familiar register are disculpa and 
perdona, and the formal forms are disculpe and perdone. Using disculpar and perdonar to get
someone's attention at the beginning of a sentence sounds more polite than using oír.

Finally, another common way to get someone's attention is the word perdón. It is not a verb form, so
we can use perdón in either the familiar or the formal register.
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Happy New Year!

4 Spanish 2
English 2

Vocabulary 2
Grammar Points 3
Cultural Insight 5
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Spanish

GROUP ¡Diez, nueve, ocho...!
GROUP ¡Siete, seis, cinco...!
GROUP ¡Cuatro, tres, dos, uno!
GROUP ¡Feliz año nuevo!

English

GROUP Ten, nine, eight...
GROUP Seven, six, five...
GROUP Four, three, two, one...
GROUP Happy New Year!

Vocabulary
Spanish English Class

uno one numeral
dos two numeral
tres three numeral

cuatro four numeral
cinco five numeral
seis six numeral
siete seven numeral
ocho eight numeral
nueve nine numeral
diez ten numeral

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

La seducción es uno de los temas más comunes de
las canciones de tango.

"Seduction is one of the most common themes of
tango songs."

Al final, hay dos opciones. "In the end, there are two options."
Elena tiene tres hermanos. "Elena has three siblings."
Dos más dos son cuatro. "Two plus two is four."

LC: BB_L4_051110         © www.SpanishPod101.com - All Rights Reserved          2010-05-11
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Vamos a salir en cinco minutos. "We are going to leave in five minutes."
Durante los últimos seis meses hemos realizado
muchos proyectos.

"During the last six months, we have completed
many projects."

Partirás a las seis en punto. ¡No te demores! "You'll leave at six o'clock sharp. Don't be late!"
A las seis de la tarde, voy a la peluquería. "At six in the afternoon, I'm going to the hair

salon."
¿Cuánto es veinte menos siete? "How much is twenty minus seven?"
Nos cargaron siete veces más de lo que
esperábamos.

"They charged us seven times more than what we
expected."

Es un milagro que te hayas despertado a las siete.
¿Qué, te has caído de la cama?

"It's a miracle that you got up at seven. Did you
fall out of the bed or what?"

Dormimos ocho ahoras anoche. "We slept for eight hours last night."
¿Me puedes recoger a las ocho? "Can you pick me up at eight?"
Chambeo desde las nueve hasta las cinco. "I work from nine to five."
¿Tienes nueve hermanos?  ¡Qúe pasada! "You have nine siblings? Holy cow!"
Son las diez de la mañana y el aire está fresco. "It's ten in the morning and the air is fresh."

Grammar Points

The Focus of This Bootcamp Lesson Is to Teach the Numbers One to Ten in Spanish.
¡Diez, nueve, ocho...!
"Ten, nine, eight..."

 

 

Number Spanish
1 uno
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2 dos
3 tres
4 cuatro
5 cinco
6 seis
7 siete
8 ocho
9 nueve
10 diez

 

Number and Gender

Uno and numbers ending in -uno when used as adjectives are the only numbers in Spanish that reflect
the gender of a noun. The masculine form is un, so "one car" would be un carro. The feminine form is 
una, so "one chair" is una silla. We actually use un and una in Spanish as the indefinite article; that is,
they correspond to the English word "a." However, when referring to the number itself, we say uno.

 

 

 

Note that other numbers do not reflect the gender of the noun they modify. 

For Example:

1. tres carros
2. tres sillas
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In these examples, the form is the same regardless of the gender of the noun.

 

Cultural Insight

Why Do People Eat Grapes on New Year Eve in Spanish-Speaking Countries?

New Year celebrations in Spanish-speaking countries often include the tradition of eating twelve
grapes, one with each chime of the clock when it strikes midnight. Tradition holds that each grape
swallowed represents a wish that will be fulfilled for the person in question.
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Have a Good Day!
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English 2
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Grammar Points 3
Cultural Insight 5
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Spanish

A Once, doce, trece, catorce, quince...
A Veinte, treinta, cuarenta, cincuenta...
A Sesenta, setenta, ochenta, noventa, y cien.
A Gracias, que le vaya bien.
B Igualmente.  Adiós.

English

A Eleven, twelve, thirteen, fourteen, fifteen...
A Twenty, thirty, forty, fifty...
A Sixty, seventy, eighty, ninety, and a hundred.
A Thank you, have a good day.
B You too. Good-bye.

Vocabulary
Spanish English Class

diez ten numeral
treinta thirty numeral
veinte twenty numeral

cuarenta forty numeral
cincuenta fifty numeral
sesenta sixty numeral
setenta seventy numeral
ochenta eighty numeral
noventa ninety numeral

cien one hundred numeral

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

Son las diez de la mañana y el aire está fresco. "It's ten in the morning and the air is fresh."
Tres por diez es igual a treinta. "Three times ten is equal to thirty."
Llegué al paradero con la justas. Veinte segundos "I arrived at the bus stop by the skin of my teeth.
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después pasó el micro. Twenty seconds later, the bus came."
Llovió durante cuarenta días y noches. "It rained for forty days and forty nights."
Te esperaré como máximo cincuenta minutos. "I'll wait for you fifty minutes max."
Ayer Analisa cumplió sesenta años. "Analisa turned sixty yesterday."
Nací en los sententa. "I was born in the '70s."
Le fascina la música de los ochenta. "She loves '80s music."
Tenían mucho éxito en los noventa. "They had a lot of success in the '90s."
No estoy cien por ciento seguro. "I'm not a hundred percent sure."

Vocabulary Phrase Usage

The phrase que le vaya bien is the standard way to wish someone well as they leave; it's similar to how
we might say "have a good day" in English. Igualmente is a gracious response to que le vaya bien or
any time someone wishes you well and you want to return the favor. Literally, igualmente is "equally"
or "the same to you."

 

Grammar Points

The Focus of This Lesson Is the Spanish Numbers from Eleven to One Hundred.
Sesenta, setenta, ochenta, noventa, y cien.
"Sixty, seventy, eighty, ninety, and a hundred." 

The numbers in Spanish from eleven to fifteen have special forms that are not predictable. 

For Example:

 

 

Number Spanish
11 once
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12 doce
13 trece
14 catorce
15 quince

The numbers from sixteen to nineteen sound predictable, but we spell them as one word in standard
Spanish. For example, we can break down dieciséis ("sixteen") as diez y seis ("ten and six"). The same
is true for the rest of the numbers up to nineteen.

For Example:

Number Spanish Broken-down
Version

"English"

17 diecisiete diez y siete "ten and seven"
18 dieciocho diez y ocho "ten and eight"
19 diecinueve diez y nueve "ten and   nine"

The numbers from twenty to twenty-nine are similar: they follow a predictable pattern, but we write
them as one word.

For Example:

Number Spanish Broken-down
Version

"English"

21 veintiuno veinte y uno "twenty and one"
25 veinticinco veinte y cinco "twenty and five"
29 veintinueve veinte y nueve "twenty and nine"

We write the numbers between thirty and ninety-nine, on the other hand, as separate words.

For Example:

Number Spanish
31 treinta y uno
44 cuarenta y cuatro
63 sesenta y tres

 

Cultural Insight
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How to Wish People Well in Spanish

Que le vaya bien or the familiar que te vaya bien ("may it go well to you") is the standard phrase we
use to wish someone well as they leave. This phrase covers the various phrases available in English
("have a good time," "have a good day," "have a good one," "good luck," etc.). The standard response
is igualmente ("likewise").   
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All About

All About Spanish!
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Vocabulary Phrase Usage

Spanish is the native language of about three hundred and fifty million people worldwide and the

official language of twenty countries. The most populous Spanish-speaking countries are

- Mexico, with more than eighty-five million speakers,
- Colombia, with more than forty million speakers,
- Argentina, with more than thirty-five million speakers,
- The United States, with more than thirty-one million Spanish speakers, making it the

fourth-largest country with a Spanish-speaking population, and
- Spain, where it all started, with more than thirty million speakers.

Spanish is a Romance language, which means it developed from Latin, as did French, Italian,
Portuguese, Romanian, and other languages in countries that were part of the Latin-speaking part of
Roman Empire.

In Spain and in some Spanish speaking countries in South America, the language is referred to as 
castellano, which precisely references the Castille region of Spain where this language first arose. The
term castellano is useful in distinguishing it from the other regional Spanish languages, which are
Catalan, Basque, and Gallician. They're all Spanish languages, but castellano is the one that people are
usually referring to when they say español. In many other countries, people refer to the language as 
español.

Spanish colonials spread the Spanish language to the western hemisphere between the fifteenth and
nineteenth centuries. Today, Spanish remains the official language of the great majority of Central and
South America, as well as much of the Caribbean.

Spanish is becoming more and more popular as a second language in countries all over the world for
business and economic reasons, but also for tourism and travel to Spanish-speaking countries. So a lot
of people are studying Spanish in Brazil, the United States, Italy, France, Portugal, and much of the
English-speaking world in general.

 

Grammar Points
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The Focus of This Lesson Is the Top Five Reasons for Learning Spanish. 
5. Spanish Is Easy to Learn!

If you already speak English, you have a big head start on Spanish. First of all, the Spanish alphabet is
almost the same as the English alphabet, so you don't have to learn any characters or exotic
alphabets. Second, there's not a lot of exotic sounds you have to force yourself to make. Third, Spanish
speakers are everywhere, and culturally speaking, they tend to be very helpful to people who are trying
to learn their language. Finally, English and Spanish have a lot of words called "cognates." Cognates
are words that either look and/or sound exactly the same in both languages, or the differences are so
minor that you can totally guess what the word means.

4. Speaking Spanish Is a Professional Asset! 

There are Spanish speakers everywhere in the workplace, from the dish-washing room to the
boardroom. Whether you're managing a restaurant, negotiating an international trade deal, or serving
in the public sector as a police officer, firefighter, nurse, or doctor, people who can speak Spanish are
in demand!

3. Spanish Is a Passport to Travel All over the World! 

Whether you want to hike up to the ruins of Macchu Picchu, party hard in Spain, or let your worries
flow out with the tide on a sandy beach in Mexico, your ability to speak Spanish can only enhance
your travels in the Spanish-speaking world.

2. Experience the Cultures and Cuisines of the Spanish-speaking World!

Experience the passion of a flamenco performance in Spain, find out what tacos al pastor taste like in
Mexico, play dominos in Cuba, roast guinea pigs in Peru... The twenty Spanish-speaking countries of
the world have everything from the sublime to the extreme. Speaking Spanish can let you experience
cultures and cuisines you never new existed.

1. Spanish Speakers Are Awesome.

And the number one reason to learn Spanish: Spanish speakers are awesome. Great times, great fun,
and great friends await you in the Spanish-speaking world. In the end, it always comes back to the
people, and in my experience, Spanish speakers are wonderful, kind people who are absolutely worth
getting to know.
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Vocabulary Phrase Usage

The Spanish writing system is based on the Roman alphabet, and if you can read in English, you'll be

glad to know that Spanish uses almost all the same letters. Some features specific to the Spanish

alphabet are the letter -ñ, as well as the digraphs -ch, -ll, and -rr, which we traditionally analyze as
single letters. Spanish and English are cognate languages; that is, many words in Spanish sound and
look similar to their English equivalents. Because of these cognate words, and because of the similarity
in alphabets, learners of Spanish can often guess the English equivalents of a Spanish word with a high
degree of accuracy.

 

Grammar Points

The Focus of This Lesson Is the Spanish Alphabet.

The Spanish alphabet consists of twenty-seven letters (five vowels and twenty-two consonants). We
use all of the letters in the Spanish alphabet also in the English alphabet, with the exception of -ñ. In
addition, there are three two-letter combinations called digraphs that we traditionally analyze as single
units: -ch, -ll, and -rr.

 

We stress Spanish words according to two patterns. The first regular pattern is for words that end in
one of the five vowels, an -n, or an -s: we stress these words on the second-to-last syllable. This
accounts for the vast majority of Spanish words. The second regular stress pattern is for words that do
not end in a vowel, an -n, or an -s, and we stress those words on the final syllable. We write words that
do not follow the two regular stress patterns listed above with an accent mark over the vowel of the
syllable in question.

In addition to accent marks indicating stress, a few Spanish words carry a written accent to distinguish
homonyms (e.g., definite article el vs. subject pronoun él).
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Vocabulary Phrase Usage

The grammar of any language is a huge topic, and it's not something that we can easily describe in one

or two paragraphs. In fact, we usually teach Spanish grammar in small increments, one grammar point

at a time, with only the grammar necessary to the lesson. As this lesson is just an overview, we're going

to talk about a few of the very basic elements of Spanish grammar: only the things that you may find

helpful at the very start. Often it will be useful to compare and contrast Spanish grammar with English

grammar in order to give you a frame of reference.

 

Grammar Points

The Focus of This Lesson Is Spanish Grammar. 
Sentence and Verb Grammar

In English grammar, we use word order to code who does what in a sentence. For example, in the
sentence "The dog bit a man," we know that it's the dog that's doing the biting because "the dog"
comes before the verb "bit." We say that "the dog" is the subject of the verb "bit." The "man" comes
after "bit," so we know that the man is the victim of the biting. We say that "a man" is the object of the
verb "bit." We know who does what in English because of the order of the sentence, and if the order
changes, the meaning changes. For example, the sentence "A man bit the dog" has an entirely different
meaning than the sentence "The dog bit a man."

Unlike English, Spanish sentences are not so dependent on word order. Instead, Spanish uses a system
of suffixes and particles to help mark the subject and object. Spanish verbs' tense suffixes, for
example, carry information about the person and number of the subject, which gives you an idea of
which noun in the sentence is your subject. This system of verb tense suffixes is called "conjugation,"
and learning conjugation and learning how to conjugate is a big key to learning Spanish.

Learning to conjugate verbs in Spanish can be a sticking point, and the danger is getting discouraged.
Don't give up! Learning to conjugate Spanish verbs may be a hurdle, but once you clear that hurdle,
the rest of the race is all downhill.

Noun and Adjective Grammar
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Nouns in Spanish are inflected for gender and number. "Gender" refers to the fact that Spanish nouns
fall into two categories, and we traditionally call these categories "feminine" and "masculine" nouns.
Generally, feminine nouns end in an -a vowel, and masculine nouns end in an -o vowel, and yes, there
are exceptions. Grammatical gender sometimes corresponds with society's idea of male and female,
but many nouns are assigned a gender arbitrarily and the gender has nothing to do with male and
female roles.

The term "number" refers to whether a given noun is singular or plural. The vast majority of plural
forms in Spanish end with an -s.

Besides the nouns themselves, there are other words in a Spanish noun phrase. Adjectives and articles
in Spanish reflect the same gender and number as the items that they modify, often with the same set
of endings. The phenomenon of adjectives and articles having endings reflecting the gender and
number of the nouns they modify is called "agreement." We call it la concordancia in Spanish.
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Vocabulary Phrase Usage

The good news is that people who speak English have a relatively easy time of learning to pronounce

Spanish in an understandable way. The Spanish and English alphabets are both based on the Roman

alphabet, so there are no characters or exotic syllabaries to learn. Also, the Spanish writing system is

highly phonemic, which is a fancy way of saying it's spelled like it sounds. There are a few tricks to the

Spanish alphabet, though, and I can give you tips on ways to make your pronunciation a little closer to

native. Before we start, I should mention that I'm going to use a standard Latin American pronunciation

in this lesson. Of course, Spanish pronunciation varies regionally, but regional variations are usually

minor enough not to impede comprehension.

Grammar Points

The Focus of This Lesson Is Basic Spanish Pronunciation.
Vowels 

The five vowels in Spanish are -a, -e, -i, -o, and -u.

The first one, -a, looks like the letter -a in English, but we pronounce it [a] as in animal.

-e is like the English -e, and we pronounce it like [e] as in elefante. 

-i looks like the English letter -i; we pronounce it [i] as in Ibiza.

-o looks like the letter -o, but we pronounce it [o]. Notice how simple it is: [o]. So it's not like the
English -o at all. The English -o has two parts: [o] and [u]. However, Spanish has only one part: -o.

The last vowel is -u, and notice how simple it is: [u]. The English one is complex, right? [ih-oo] but in
Spanish [u].

Consonants

There are a lot of consonants in Spanish, and we're not going to go over all of them in this lesson
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because, for goodness sakes, they're just like English consonants. If you see an -m in Spanish, you're
going to make the same -m sound as in English. Same with -f and -n. Some of them are not exactly
like English, but they're close enough. For example, let's take -b, -k, -l, -p, and -t-a bunch of them-if
you just make an English sound for each of those letters, they're close enough to the Spanish versions.

Okay, here are the ones that are really different from English:

-ch makes the [ch-] sound like chancho.

-h by itself makes no sound. It's a mute letter.

-j is a fricative sound: when saying it, you make friction. In Mexico, Spanish speakers pronounce it in
the front of their mouths and it sounds like [x]. So Jorge has that [j] sound. In the Caribbean, we
pronounce -j with more of an -h sound, like [h], so Jorge. And in Spain, they form this sound way in
the back of their throats, so it sounds like [h-] as in Jorge. You'll notice when you are instant
messaging your Latino friends, they'll spell jajaja. So in Spanish, that's pronounced [ha ha ha], right?
Not [ja ja ja]. 

-ll, doble ele, is another sound that varies from region to region: if you use a [zh] sound, you'll always
be safe. And it's funny-the Spanish version of -y, called i griega, makes the same sound, [zh]. So when
you say yo ya llegué, meaning "I already arrived," you hear three examples of the [ll] and [y] sounds in
that sentence. Yo ya llegué.

-ñ is the letter that looks like an -n with a squiggle on top, and it's that [ny] sound as in España.

-v is the English letter -v. It goes by various names in Spanish according to region, and it sounds
exactly like -b: there is zero phonological difference between these letters. So in Spain, they call it uve
. In Latin America, you can call it v chica or v corta; in Mexico, they call it v de vaca (v as in "cow").
In any case, both the -b and the -v kind of make a -v sound. It's almost a -v but not quite: notice you
can continue the sound, but the air doesn't stop: [v].

-q is always followed by a -u and another vowel. We pronounce que as [ke], and qui makes the sound
[ki]. Now usually you would use a -c to make the [k] sound, but in Spanish, sometimes that -c turns
soft, specifically when it's followed by an -e or an -i.

Finally, -c and -z. I'm speaking Latin American Spanish, so I call these letters -c and -z, and I use an -s
sound. In Spain, these letters are called ce and zeta using that -th sound. Okay, folks, to Latinos, this is
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not a huge difference, it's not a big deal. Sometimes, Americans freak out and start saying words with a
"lisp," like "Spaniards have a lisp!" It's not a lisp, and it's not a speech impediment; in Spain, they only
use the -s sound for the letter -s. So in Spain, you'll hear a difference between casa and caza. Casa is
"house," and caza is "hunting." In Latin America, those two words sound the same: casa and caza.

Latinos don't tend to make a big deal about the difference. They notice it, yes, but it's not a big bone of
contention.
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Vocabulary Phrase Usage

The Top Five Essential Phrases in Spanish

5. Hola, buenos días (buenas tardes, buenas noches)

4. Perdón.

3. ¿Cómo? No entiendo. ¿Habla ingés?

2. ¿Me podría ayudar?

1. Una cerveza, por favor... Gracias.

 

Grammar Points

The Focus of This Lesson Is the Top Five Essential Phrases in Spanish. 
Phrase 5: Hola, buenos días (buenas tardes, buenas noches). 

Hola is a great way to start this list of the top five essential phrases: it's the Spanish version of "hello"
or "hi." And hola, buenos días is a great way to wish someone "good morning" in Spanish. There's
also buenas tardes, which is "good afternoon," and buenas noches, which is "good evening." So you
can say these phrases to someone to greet them, and the appropriate response is to repeat it back to
them.

Phrase 4: Perdón.

Perdón, if you haven't guessed already, is the Spanish version of "pardon." Technically, it's an
apology, so you can say perdón to someone, for example, if you step on somebody's foot or hit
someone with a shopping cart. Besides apologizing, you can use perdón as a polite way to get
someone's attention. Maybe you need assistance in a store, or in a public place...think of perdón as a
verbal tap on the shoulder.

Phrase 3: No entiendo. ¿Habla inglés?
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This essential Spanish phrase is actually two in one. The first part, No entiendo, is "I don't understand"
or "I don't get it." You can use that either to mean that you didn't understand the Spanish or that you
didn't get a joke, or even if you're just in a baffling situation. You'll be using no entiendo for the rest of
your Spanish-speaking life.

The second part of this phrase, ¿habla inglés?, is actually asking whether the person speaks English.
Now, your Spanish teacher probably doesn't want you giving up on Spanish, but asking someone 
¿habla inglés? can be a lifesaver sometimes for the beginner who is in a Spanish-speaking context.
Depending on where you are in the Spanish-speaking world, the person might be able to help you in
English, but it's just as likely that when you ask ¿habla inglés? the answer might be "no." And then
you're back to Spanish.

Put the two parts together, and you get No entiendo, ¿habla inglés? ("I don't understand, do you speak
English?")

Phrase 2: ¿Me podría ayudar?

At some point in your travels in the Spanish-speaking world, you're going to have to ask for help. Me
podría ayudar? is a polite request for help. To be extra polite, you might preface this phrase with our
number four essential phrase, perdón. That gives you the very polite request, Perdón, me podría
ayudar?

Phrase 1: Una cerveza, por favor... Gracias. 

This is the stereotypical spring break in Mexico mantra. "One beer, please," is una cerveza, por favor.
The first part, una cerveza, is literally "one beer." It's the second part that's the essential part of the
number one essential phrase in Spanish: por favor, which means "please," that, as we know, makes any
request a little more polite. So when you use una cerveza, por favor to order a beer, the next logical
thing you'll say is gracias, meaning "thank you," when the beer arrives.

 

Cultural Insight

What about Less Formal Spanish Phrases? 
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You'll notice that all top five essential phrases in Spanish carry a strong bouquet of
politeness/courteousness/respect, a known characteristic of Spanish-speaking people and their
countries. You may encounter more "colorful" phrases during your travels, but when in the proper
company (regardless of country), you'll find people highly appreciate such phrases (in any language).
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Grammar Points

The Focus of This Lesson Is a Quiz on Five Things about Spanish-speaking Countries.

This lesson will cover five things about the Spanish-speaking world you have to know. Test your
knowledge!

This lesson will build your basic knowledge of Spanish-speaking countries by quizzing you on five
areas of knowledge: geography, pop culture, travel, economics, and myth busting.

1. Geography Question

Latin America is a region of the world where Spanish is the dominant language. This region also
includes countries where French, Portuguese, and English are the main languages. But for the vast
majority of the population, Spanish is the official language spoken.

Question: In which of these countries of Latin America is Spanish not the official language?

A) Uruguay
B) Guatemala
C) Brazil
D) Perú

Answer: C, Brazil. In 1494, during the the Treaty of Tordesillas, Spain and Portugal agreed upon a
line, created by Pope Alexander VI, to divide the newly discovered lands across the Atlantic. This
effort was pursued mostly by the Spanish crown in its attempt to contain the seafaring Portuguese. The
Pope decreed that all lands west and south of a pole-to-pole line one hundred leagues west and south
of any of the islands of the Azores or the Cape Verde Islands should belong to Spain, although
territory under Christian rule as of Christmas 1492 would remain untouched. Thus, the Portuguese
colonized Brazil, leaving that country with Portuguese as its official language.

2. Pop Culture Question

Question: I'm going to name three people. One is a famous singer, the next a politician, and the final a
sports star. Match the person with his or her profession:
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Diego Armando Maradona, Alejandro Sanz, and Hugo Chavez

Answer: 

Hugo Chavez - Politician

Alejandro Sanz - Singer

Diego Armando Maradona - Sports star

3. Travel Question

Question: Out of these Spanish-speaking countries, which has the most populated city?

A) México
B) Argentina
C) Spain
D) Colombia

Answer: The correct country is A, México. Mexico City has a population of approximately 8,841,916.

4. Economics Question

Question: What is the name of the free trade agreement between the United States and many countries
of Central America?

Answer: DR CAFTA, the Dominican Republic Central American Free Trade Agreement. DR CAFTA
is a trade agreement that includes the countries of Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras,
Nicaragua, and the Dominican Republic. This free trade agreement would immediately eliminate
eighty percent of the tariffs previously imposed on U.S. imports. This trade agreement is not without
controversy. Many of the countries, especially Costa Rica, have active movements against the
agreement, saying DR CAFTA could undermine their national sovereignty, effectively putting their
country up for sale to the United States.

5. Myth-Busting Question
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Answer: False. Much of the world assumes that native populations and cultures of Latin America
were all killed off or wiped out by disease. However, many countries have significant modern
populations descended directly from pre-Columbian ancestors. In some cases, indigenous cultures and
languages continue to thrive. Some indigenous languages spoken in Latin America include Celtal in
Chiapas Mexico, the various Mayan languages in Guatemala, and Quechua, which is spoken in the
Andean region of South America where the Inca once dominated.
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The cuisines of the Spanish-speaking world are as varied and diverse as they are delicious. Spanish

cuisine revolves around bread, featuring rich cheeses, cured hams, and whatever fresh vegetable is in

season. Peruvian cuisine is a seafood lover's dream, featuring all kinds of ceviches and escabeches, as
well as a massive diversity of potatoes and sweet potatoes. Mexican cooking is based on beans, rice,
and tortillas, but from there, the variations are endless. From the seafood of the Jalisco region to the
exotic tropical cuisine of Veracruz, and from the elegant simplicity and freshness of Northern Mexico
to the profound complexities of the moles of Oaxaca, Mexican food has much more to offer than meets
the eye.

 

Grammar Points

The Focus of This Lesson Is Spanish Cuisine and Basic Table Etiquette. 
Table Manners in the Spanish-Speaking World

There are a few cultural niceties that you should observe when eating in the Spanish-speaking world. If
you're eating in a private home, it's the custom to wait for the owner of the house to begin eating
before everyone starts. More often than not, someone will signal the beginning of a meal by saying 
provecho or buen provecho. This is the Spanish equivalent of "enjoy your meal" or "bon appetit." The
appropriate response is gracias. Note that this custom is reversed in Guatemala; Guatemalans will end
a meal by saying gracias, and the appropriate response is buen provecho.

One last tip for people dining in the Spanish-speaking world is of paramount importance to language
learners in particular; la sobremesa. This is the custom of remaining at the table after a meal is finished
and having an extended conversation. This is the perfect opportunity for language learners to
experience and participate in real Spanish conversation in an intimate setting.

Five Dishes from the Spanish-speaking World that Everybody Should Try

Representing Argentina: el churrasco
We use the word churrasco all over Latin America to refer to "grilled meat," and Argentinians are
known for their love of grilling. In Argentina, churrasco refers to a grilled cut of skirt steak,
accompanied by chimichurrí, which is a dressing of vinegar, oil, lots of parsley, lots of garlic, and then
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red pepper flakes. Mmm.

Puerto Rico: el mofongo
If you've never tried this dish of fried plantains and pork rinds, you may find it exotic but at the same
time very comforting. Flavored with garlic and olive oil, you can stuff mofongo with vegetables, meat,
or seafood, and people often serve it with bits of fried bacon and chicken broth.

Ceviche:
Ceviche is a way of curing seafood in citrus juice rather than cooking it with heat. You can find local
variations of ceviche all over Latin America, but it's a technique that the Peruvians invented and have
elevated to an art form. In Peru, people serve ceviche with slices of cooked sweet potato and the juice
from the ceviche marinade as an appetizer; Peruvians call this leche de tigre, which means "tiger
milk." 

La paella:
It's difficult to pick one dish that represents the diversity and complexity of Spanish cooking, but one
place to start may be la paella, the short-grain rice dish prepared in an open pan and flavored with
saffron. The classic paella of Valencia is made with escargot, meat, and vegetables. Other popular
versions are made with seafood or with meat and seafood.

Los tacos al pastor: 
The variety of regional cuisine available in Mexico is stunning, and once again, choosing a
representative dish is nearly impossible. One dish, however, that's very typical, very accessible, and
very good is los tacos al pastor, meaning "shepherd-style tacos." A taco, of course, is anything that's
folded into a tortilla. Los tacos al pastor are made from pork that's been marinated with spices and
roasted on a rotisserie with a pineapple. The pineapple juice drips into the meat, flavoring it and
making it tender. Crispy shavings of the roast meat and a small chunk of the roast pineapple are
dropped into warm, soft corn tortillas; Mexicans often top them with onions and cilantro and then give
them a squirt of lime.

 

Cultural Insight

The Rich Culinary and Literary Traditions of Spanish-Speaking Countries

Very few countries can boast a rich tradition in their cuisine as well as their contribution to literature.
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Spanish-speaking countries (in their grand majority) excel in both departments. Mexico has given us
tacos, mole, enchiladas, Octavio Paz, Carlos Fuentes, and Sor Juan Inés de la Cruz. Spain has given us
paella, jamón serrano, gazpacho, Federico García Llorca, and Vicente Aleixandre. Argentina has
provided chimichurri, bife, Jorge Luis Borges, and Julio Cortázar. The lists go on and on. (That list
made me very hungry, by the way.) 
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The Focus of This Lesson Is Five Things You Should Know about Spanish-speaking Cultures. 
The Kiss and the Handshake

In the Spanish-speaking world, women are always greeted with a kiss, both as a hello and as a
good-bye. Sometimes this kiss is a peck on the check, but many times, it's that kiss where you touch
cheeks and kiss the air. Women greet each other this way, and men greet women this way as well,
whether they are old friends or meeting for the first time. The number of kisses varies by region and
personal preference, but it's usually not more than two. In general, you reach left for the first kiss; that
is, it's your right cheek that gets kissed first.

Men usually greet each other with a handshake rather than a kiss, both as a hello and a good-bye.

La hora latina

It is a widely held belief that Spanish-speakers always arrive late to events, even among Spanish
speakers themselves. People often refer to this as la hora latina, meaning "Latino time." Others often
perceive a lack of punctuality as a lack of respect or a lack of discipline. Most people who deal with
someone from a Spanish-speaking culture have personal anecdotes of Spanish speakers who are
consistently late to work, late for meeting friends, or even late to their own wedding.

There are cultural factors that may explain this tardiness. First of all, much of the Spanish-speaking
world is developing; transportation and communication are not as reliable as in more developed
countries. Delays are often unavoidable. As a result, Spanish speakers may have a cultural tendency to
pack their schedules less tightly to allow some flexibility. Also, because everyone in the society is
subject to the same delays, people in Spanish-speaking cultures tend to be forgiving about lateness.

That said, we must also point out that lack of punctuality is a cultural stereotype. There are certainly
many Spanish speakers who view punctuality as a form of respect and who strive to be punctual in
their daily lives.

Lunch Time

In the Spanish-speaking world, the midday meal is often the main meal of the day, every day of the
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week. There is regional variation as to what Spanish speakers call this meal, but more often than not,
they refer to it simply as la comida, meaning "the meal." This meal may begin as late as two in the
afternoon, which explains why many places have a late-morning snack (el almuerzo) to tide them over
until mealtime. Traditionally, shops and offices close and people enjoy their comida at home with
family. 

The comida is often followed by la siesta, a customary mid-afternoon nap, which serves to both
refresh people after a big meal as well as to keep people out of the sun during what is usually the
hottest time of the day.

Regional Accents

Like every major language, Spanish has regional varieties that have arisen over the generations due to
patterns of migration and isolation. In Latin America, people often label regional varieties costeño or 
serrano.

The costeño dialects are characterized by the aspiration of syllables that end in -s. For example,
someone speaking a costeño variety might say Hola, ¿cómo estás? [ola, komo ehtah]. This
pronunciation goes back to Andalucian Spanish, as sailors from Andalucía were the ones who tended
to colonize the Caribbean and the costal regions of the continents.

Serrano dialects tend to be found in mountainous regions, and their pronunciation of syllables that end
in -s reflects a more conservative dialect of Madrid. During colonial times, the Spaniards located their
administrative centers in mountainous regions, which could not be attacked from the sea. The result
was that speech of these administrative centers, which would go on to become the capital cities of
Latin American countries, tended to reflect the more conservative, more educated speech of Madrid.

Besides the costeño/serrano distinction, we can make many other distinctions separating one region's
pronunciation, vocabulary, and slang from another's. However, Spanish speakers often say El español
es el español ("Spanish is Spanish"), an expression that conveys the idea that the different variations
are actually more similar to each other than different.

Flirting and Sexual Harassment

People from Spanish-speaking cultures enjoy and often cultivate the stereotypes of Latin lovers: men
and women who are driven by and consumed with passion and desire. It is true that, culturally
speaking, Spanish speakers tend to touch each other casually more than in North American, Northern
European, or Asian cultures. They are more likely to be flirtatious in public, in the workplace, or in
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other places that other cultures may find inappropriate. Compared to North Americans, Spanish
speakers seem to have a more tolerant attitude toward unsolicited flirting, finding it flattering or
humorous rather than threatening or disgusting.
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Spanish speakers are no strangers to grand public festivals. As in any culture, festivals and holidays in

the Spanish-speaking world always involve music, dancing, costumes, and specialty foods. Here we'll

list five of the more famous festivals in Spain and Latin America. Though some of them may be secular

in nature, it's interesting to note that all of these celebrations evolved from feast days on the Roman

Catholic calendar, as Catholicism remains the predominant faith community in the Spanish-speaking

world.

 

Grammar Points

The Focus of This Lesson Is the Five Famous Festivals of the Spanish-speaking World.
Sanfermines-"The Running of the Bulls"

This ten-day municipal festival in Pamplona, Spain is well known in the English-speaking world as the
"running of the bulls." The festival commemorates Saint Fermin, a martyr and patron saint of the
participants, who dress in white with red scarves for the event. Besides the various customs and rituals
surrounding the bull run itself, visitors enjoy visits from dancers and street performers. Actors in giant
costumes portraying the kings and queens of the various continents are called los gigantes; another
group of performers is called the cabezudos, who wear costumes with disproportionately large heads.
Revelers enjoy kalimotxo, a cocktail of red wine and cola. Ernest Hemingway described Sanfermines 
in his novel "The Sun Also Rises."

Puente Guadalupe-Reyes - "Christmas Season" 

 People in every Spanish-speaking country celebrate Christmas and New Year's Day. In most
countries, Epiphany is also an important holiday, falling on January fifth and commemorating the
arrival of the Three Wise Men. Traditionally in the Spanish-speaking world, it is the Three Wise Men
who mysteriously bring gifts to children on Epiphany, although some families also observe the Santa
Claus tradition of gift giving on Christmas Day.

In Mexico and in some other Latin American countries, the holiday season actually begins on the first
day of December, with a twelve-day veneration of the Virgin of Guadalupe. Fireworks and parades
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mark the festivities. On December sixteenth begins the tradition of Las Posadas, the nine-day festival
leading up to Christmas Day. Las Posadas celebrations in Mexico are candlelit reenactments of Joseph
and Mary's frustrating search for lodging, with the evening culminating in a big meal and a piñata for
the kids.

Mexicans refer to this extended holiday season as the Puente Guadalupe-Reyes, starting on the twelfth
day of December with the Guadalupe celebrations and ending on January fifth with the arrival of the
Three Wise Men on Epiphany.

Semana Santa - "Holy Week"

Holy Week celebrations start on Palm Sunday and go through Holy Thursday, Good Friday, and Easter
Sunday. Every community has a Holy Week celebration. Antigua Guatemala is famous for its
spectacular Holy Week celebrations, marked with elaborate processions and alfombras, decorations
that cover the streets with flowers and colored sawdust. In addition to having Holy Week off, most of
the Spanish-speaking world has the following week off from work as well.

Día de los Muertos - "All Souls Day"

On the Catholic calendar, All Souls Day is celebrated on November second. It's observed throughout
the Spanish-speaking world as el Día de los muertos. Spanish speakers offer prayers to deceased loved
ones and spend time in the cemeteries visiting, cleaning, and decorating tombs. In Mexico, this holiday
is celebrated with colorful festivities, including building temporary altars and eating chocolate skulls,
candied pumpkins, and a special bread called pan de muerto, a sweet bread with decorations in the
shape of bones. Skulls and skeletons are represented in festive decorations, and people write humorous
epitaphs called calaveras to friends and public figures.

Carnaval - "Fat Tuesday"

Ash Wednesday in Catholic countries is the beginning of Lent: the forty-day season of fasting, prayer,
and solemn reflection. Therefore, the days leading up to Ash Wednesday have developed into a
festival of gluttony and excess. Many cities have celebrations involving masks, costumes, dancing, and
parades. Some of the more famous Carnaval celebrations are held in Corrientes, Argentina; Ouro,
Bolivia; Guaranada, Ecuador; and Barranquilla, Colombia. Many local Carnaval celebrations are
influenced heavily by indigenous traditions and beliefs.
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The Focus of This Lesson Is Latin American Pop Culture.

As popular culture changes quickly and drastically, this lesson focuses on the most recent pop culture
phenomena in the Spanish speaking countries. 

Popular Music

The Spanish music scene at the moment is dominated by Reggaeton, a mix of hip-hop and reggae that
developed mostly out of the music scenes of Puerto Rico, New York, and Miami. With that said, there
has also been a steady growth of EMO and electronic bands in the Spanish-speaking countries, which
has brought forth fashion styles and trends associated with this music genre: skinny jeans, converse
shoes, snug shirts, and full-fledged black outfits. These bands include Nortect Collective, Bomba
Stereo, Plastilina Mosh, Hernán Cataneo, and so forth. 

Cinema

Latin American countries import the vast majority of their movies from the United States. However, in
the last couple of years, Spanish language cinema and Spanish directors have gained international
prominence and prestige. Those who stand out include Alejandro Amenábar ("The Others"), Pedro
Almodóvar ("All about My Mother"), Alejandro González Iñárritu (Amores Perros), Guillermo del
Toro ("The Labyrinth"), and Alfonso Cuarón (...Y tu mamá también), to name just a few.

The revival of Spanish-speaking independent cinema has also propelled major production companies
to produce more mainstream films, reviving a sector previously dedicated to low-quality films catering
to a small population. You'll still find these films running on TV and in some low-budget theaters. The
genres include cheaply produced action movies and racy comedies where double entendres were a big
part of the dialogues.

Popular Television

Latin America has one major exporter that has been consistent throughout the years: the tele-novella.
These mellow dramas are produced across Latin America, but three countries that have transcended
international borders are Mexico, Columbia, and Brazil. Unlike their American counterparts, these
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shows do not go on for twenty years or more. These plot lines generally have a definite end, and the
stories last for only a couple of months before ending. Some, however, have been known to run for
over a year.

Another distinction is that tele-novellas are aired in prime time slots, whereas soap operas run during
the day when television viewing is less popular. Also, some tele-novellas carry some racy, and at
times, comical titles such as "Poor Millionaire" and "Without Breasts there is no Paradise."

Foreign Fashion Influence

Latin America gets much of its fashion sense from United States and Europe. Brands such as Gap,
American Eagle, and Abercrombie & Fitch (or similar clothing styles) are popular with much of its
youth. And because hip-hop, reggae, rock, and pop music all have footholds on fashion, you can
accurately assess a person's music preference by the way he or she dresses and vice versa. These trends
are also thanks to the easy access to a broader range of music through the Internet.

Popular Celebrity and Sports Figures

Because tele-novellas run in prime time and sports take up the airwaves over the weekend, it is only
natural that there is strong interest in what they do when off-camera or off the playing field. Many
shows are dedicated to the casual activities of these sport, TV, and movie personalities. So when a
sports figure links up with a movie or TV figure, the paparazzi shows will have much more material
than usual. Such was the case between Rafael Márquez, a Mexican soccer star playing in Spain with
F.C. Barcelona, and his breakup with his actress wife: after the breakup, he started a new relationship
with Spanish singer Alejandro Sanz's ex-wife, the model Jaydy Michel.
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The Focus of This Lesson Is Five Tools to Put Your Spanish Learning Into High Gear. 
Tool Number One: A Spanish Dictionary

Bilingual dictionaries used to be a burden to the language student; it used to be that only the
larger-sized dictionaries were complete enough to be useful, but these large-format dictionaries were
difficult to carry around. Nowadays, web-based dictionaries are the standard; they are complete
enough to help you with your composition assignments, faster than paperbound dictionaries, and
available in any web browser or smartphone. Scholars widely trust a few web-based dictionaries,
including WordReference.com. For those who are able to use dictionaries in Spanish, the Royal
Spanish Academy's website is the authoritative resource for the Spanish language (http://rae.es).

 

Warning: make sure you're using a web-based dictionary and not an online translator. Web-based
dictionaries will give you the dictionary entry of the word you're looking for; an online translator will
offer you a machine translation that is often not accurate.

Tool Number Two: A Verb Conjugator

A verb conjugating reference is an absolute necessity when studying Spanish. Manyverb conjugation
tables have been published, but for years, the standard was "501 Spanish Verbs: Fully Conjugated in
All the Tenses in a New Easy-To-Learn Format Alphabetically Arranged" by Christopher Kendris and
Theodore N. Kendris. Nowadays, the most commonly used conjugator is online: Verbix (
http://www.verbix.com/languages/spanish.shtml). Using a verb conjugator ensures that you'll get the
verb form right every time, provided that you know how to use the verb tense correctly.
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Tool Number Three: Spanish Grammar Reference

Before the Internet, students with grammar questions often had to rely on textbooks they had once
used. Nowadays, we can find grammar information easily through the many online grammar guides,
the most widely used being About.com: Spanish (http://spanish.about.com/). Wikipedia is another
common source for answers to grammatical questions.

 

Tool Number Four: Learning through Spanish Entertainment

Language is not just an academic pursuit; it's important not to lose sight of the fact that there is a vast
amount of entertainment available in Spanish produced for its hundreds of millions of native speakers.
Finding sources of reading and listening pleasure not only provides a source of entertainment, but also
it offers grammar examples, vocabulary, and colloquial expressions. Some great sources for Spanish
learners of all levels are: 

 

- Reading pleasure: Short-format articles and passages give the reader authentic material but are
short enough to finish quickly and give the reader a sense of accomplishment. These include short
online news articles, Latin American "microstories" (microcuentos), fables, fairy tales, and
children's books.

- Listening pleasure: Spanish language radio and podcasts are a constant source of listening
material for the learner. Also, studying the lyrics of your favorite Spanish songs and learning to
sing along is another great way to practice your listening. Finally, listening to a podcast such as
SpanishPod101 casually for enjoyment (rather than focused study) is another way to keep the
sounds of Spanish playing in your brain.

- Viewing pleasure: There are all kinds of video experiences a Spanish learner can have, from
videos on the Internet (like YouTube) to DVDs with Spanish audio and subtitles. Many learners
swear by videos that are easily followed regardless of level; for example, cooking shows, sports,
and soap operas do not require a high level of Spanish in order to follow the action.
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Tool Number Five: Spanish-speaking Friends and Loved Ones

This is by far the most essential, most efficient, and most rewarding source of learning: people you
care about who speak to you in Spanish. Through them, you'll learn to communicate, negotiate, and
express yourself in Spanish in ways that none of the tools previously mentioned can even approach.
The more time you spend with Spanish speakers, the better, but remember, there are ways to
communicate and get to know people even if you don't happen to live in a place with many Spanish
speakers: meetups, websites, instant messaging, e-mail pen pals, and so forth. 
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Five Common Mistakes of People New to Spanish

When you're learning to speak Spanish, it's essential to learn from your mistakes. Of course, this
implies that you have to make mistakes in order to learn from them. Remember, even native speakers
make mistakes. Besides, Spanish speakers tend to be forgiving about mistakes, and the vast majority of
mistakes are forgivable. With that said, certain mistakes may be particularly cringe-worthy to the
people you're speaking with. Here's a list of five common mistakes that you can totally avoid from the
very beginning, and save your listeners some grief.

 

Grammar Points

The Focus of This Lesson Is the Top Five Most Common Mistakes of People New to Spanish. 
 Mistake Number Five: Crimes against Gustar

Okay, this is a mistake that really bugs your Spanish teacher most of all, but a lot of Spanish teachers
are afraid to teach this. What they tell you is that we translate me gusta and me gustan as "I like," and
if you like something singular you say me gusta, and if you like something plural you say me gustan.
Now this is all true, and that's how we should use it, but it's not the whole story. And what happens
when people don't know the whole story? They end up making all kinds of crazy mistakes and not
having any idea how cringe-worthy they are. My students used to say things like yo me gusto el
camión or yo me gusto los frijoles. Cringe!

Here's the real story. Forget everything people have told you about gustar, meaning "to like" or "to be
pleasing." What gustar really means is "to give pleasure." And the reason you have to say it that way is
for some very technical grammar reasons. If you say "to give pleasure" it will prompt a dative "to me,"
"to him," or "to her," which is exactly what happens in Spanish. The other translations that people try
to tell you don't give you a dative.

If you don't know what a dative is, don't sweat it for now; just remember that gustar means "to give
pleasure," and so when you say me gusta, it means "It gives pleasure to me," which on some level,
means "I like it." The mistake that learners make-the one that grates on your Spanish teacher's
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nerves-is when people start getting creative with gustar. I used to get sentences like yo me gusto el
camión. So the student was trying to say "I like the truck," which would be Me gusta el camión, but
instead the student came out with yo me gusto el camión, which is something like "I give pleasure to
myself...the truck." Which is both baffling and also none of my business.

Mistake Number Four: -r Fixation 

 One big mistake people make when learning Spanish is fixating on the -r. The trilled -r intimidates
some people so much that they decide they can't learn Spanish; others try to trill every -r they see,
which sounds ridiculous.

First of all, if you can't trill your -r, it's not a big deal; people will still understand you perfectly.
Second, there are plenty of native Spanish speakers who never learned to trill their -r, so it's not a big
deal.

Finally, we only trill a double -r or an -r at the beginning of a word. We only flap the rest of the letter -
r once. So when you say a word like caro, you don't trill that; instead, you make the sound /t/ as in the
American pronunciation of "water." It may sound like a -d to you, and that's fine. Caro, by the way,
means "expensive," but carro with a trilled -r means "car." Pero with one -r means "however," but if
you see a double -r there, you get perro, which means "dog."

Mistake Number Three: Who You Callin' Tú?

 In standard Spanish, addressing people with tú imparts a feeling of familiarity, while addressing
people with usted imparts a feeling of respect, formality, or even distance. This distinction is often to
difficult for Americans to grasp or even to remember, and more often than not, many go all over the
Spanish-speaking world addressing everyone they meet as tu. This is an error of register. 

Usually Spanish speakers will forgive this mistake as a second language thing, but knowing when to
be familiar and when to be respectful goes a long way in making a good first impression. In general,
use tú with your friends and family, peers with whom you're on a first name basis, the younger
generation, and pets. Use usted, on the other hand, with elders, dignitaries, religious leaders, and
bosses. As they become familiar with you, they may ask you to switch to the familiar tú. Don't feel
insulted, however, if they choose to stay with the more formal arrangement.

Mistake Number Two: Order! Order! 

 This is a listening comprehension mistake. It's common to see newer speakers of Spanish
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misunderstand repeated explanations, expecting the first noun they hear to be the subject of a sentence.
For example, if you hear A los Jackson se te vamos a presentar mañana, a new speaker of Spanish
might think, "Whoa, the Jackson family is going to do what?"

Word order drives the English language: the subject comes first, then the verb, then the object. To us
English speakers, it all seems very logical. If I say Jack read a book to Jill, we know exactly who did
the reading and who was read to.

Spanish, however, is not like English: word order does not drive the Spanish language, and the first
noun you hear in a sentence is not necessarily the subject. For example, I can say Jack le leyó el libro a
Jill, but I can also say A Jill le leyó el libro Jack and it means the exact same thing: Jack did the
reading. It doesn't matter that Jill came first in the sentence. How can Spanish get away with
scrambling a sentence like that? English uses order to tell you who does what in a sentence, but
Spanish uses grammar. In this sentence, we know Jill was read to because we heard a Jill. That a
before Jill lets you know that she is not the actor of the verb, but the beneficiary: Jill was read to. 

So let's get back to our Jackson family example. We said A los Jackson se te vamos a presentar
mañana, and a new speaker of Spanish might think "Whoa, the Jacksons are going to do what?" But if
you listen for the grammar, you'd hear that the verb is vamos, so "we" are going to do something;
specifically, "We are going to introduce you to the Jackson family."

Mistake Number One: Silent -h means SILENT! 

 Here's a common pronunciation mistake that English-speaking learners of Spanish can totally avoid.
That -h you see in Spanish words never, never, NEVER makes the English /h/ sound. First of all, if
you see it with a -c, as in -ch, that's easy enough: it makes the /ch/ sound like in "church." But if you
see that -h without a -c, then that -h is silent. And when we say "silent" we mean "no sound." So you'll
see the -h in the words hacer, hora, and horror, but you don't hear any -h sound at all. So when it's
your turn to say a word with an -h in it, seriously, don't make an -h sound.
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Here are five essential things you probably won't learn from your Spanish teacher.

 

Grammar Points

The Focus of This Lesson Is Five Things Your Spanish Teacher Won't Teach You. 
The "Dude" Words

Many varieties of informal Spanish have a "dude" word that peppers their sentences. It's considered
very informal, and your Spanish teacher will not bother to address you in this way, but in informal
situations, you'll hear it all the time. Mexicans have the word güey, which your Mexican friends might
insist is disrespectful, but you'll hear it commonly among friends. We most often spell it wey. In Spain,
the "dude" word is tío and the feminine tía, which are also the words for "uncle" and "aunt." Caribbean
speakers are known for their use of chico and chica, while Argentineans tend to call everyone che.

The "Wow" Words 

 Here are several ways to express surprise in Spanish: hijole, andale, vaya, caray, jolín, and guao.

Pedo 

 If you look up el pedo in the dictionary, you'll find that its primary definition is "fart," so you can
understand why your teacher is not excited about teaching it. But when you get in an informal situation
with Spanish speakers, you'll hear that word, and not in the context of gas. In fact, you'll hear ¿Qué
pedo? as a way of saying "What's up?" or "How's it going?" In this case, pedo is an all-purpose word
that means "matter" or "thing." So when you hear que buen pedo, it means something like "what a
good vibe." Conversely, when you apologize to someone, you'll often hear no hay pedo, as in "it's not
a big deal" or "there's nothing to worry about." Finally, el pedo can refer to drunkenness. When you
hear someone say estoy pedo, it means "I'm drunk."
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For Example:

1. Se convirtio en disastre el pedo.
"The whole thing turned into a disaster."

Compliment Everyone (Hola Guapo) 

 One aspect of Spanish-speaking cultures that Americans tend to notice immediately when in a
Spanish-speaking context is the abundance of affection and compliments. These compliments often
accompany the customary kiss greetings. If your Spanish level is high enough, noticing a haircut, an
outfit, or a good mood will get you far. However, anyone can learn to compliment in Spanish, even
those who are brand new to the language, with a few set phrases. A charming hola guapa to a woman
friend or hola guapo to a guy is always welcome; guapo and guapa are masculine and feminine
adjectives that mean mean "good-looking." Other words for "good-looking" are bonito, linda, bella,
and hermosa.

"Cool!"

The use of padre to mean "cool" or "awesome" may be purely a Mexican phenomenon; so might be 
chido. Spaniards might describe something "cool" as guay or mago. In South America, you'll hear 
chévere for "cool."
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¿Cómo se dice...(en español)?
"How do you say that (in Spanish)?"

¿Qué quiere decir?
"What does that mean?"

Perdón, tengo una pregunta...
"Excuse me, I have a question..."

¿Cómo se escribe?
"How is that written (spelled)?"

¡Salud! ¡Dinero! ¡Amor!
"Bless you!"

 

Grammar Points

The Focus of This Lesson Is the Top Five Phrases You Will Hear in a Classroom. 
Perdón, tengo una pregunta... ("Excuse me, I have a question...") 

 This is a common and polite way of getting someone's attention to ask a question, whether it's a
teacher, a friend, or a stranger. The response to this might be dime or dígame ("tell me"), which is the
Spanish speaker's way of telling you "go ahead, I'm listening."

¿Cómo se dice...(en español)? ("How do you say that (in Spanish)?")

Use this phrase to ask for the Spanish equivalent of an English word. Rather than asking in English,
"Hey, how do you say that?" asking in Spanish will earn you brownie points with your teacher. It will
also help keep your brain in Spanish-speaking mode. If you ask ¿cómo se dice "red" en español?, the
answer will be se dice rojo ("We say rojo.").

¿Qué quiere decir? ("What does that mean?") 
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 You can use this phrase to ask for an explanation, you can ask your teacher this if you didn't
understand a word, or you could ask your friends this when they are they are insinuating something
sinister. Spanish speakers may respond by clarifying what they meant and possibly rephrasing; if they
speak English, they may respond by giving you an English equivalent.

¿Cómo se escribe? ("How is that written (spelled)?")

This question is helpful in clarifying words. Although Spanish is largely spelled phonemically (i.e., it
spelled as it sounds), you may find yourself asking this question if the person you're speaking to
pronounces a word in a way you're not familiar with...for example, a name or a foreign word, or if the
speaker is using colloquial pronunciation in which he or she drops sounds.

¡Salud! ¡Dinero! ¡Amor! ("Health! Money! Love! (Bless you!)")

These are obligatory words to say when someone sneezes, and they represent the three standard wishes
in the Spanish-speaking world. With the first sneeze, we wish salud ("health"). The second sneeze
elicits dinero ("money"). The third sneeze elicits amor ("love"). When a person only makes it to two
sneezes, it's common to tease the person, saying falta amor ("love is missing"), which is the equivalent
of saying "no love for you." Some people are known to force the third sneeze in their quest for amor.
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chido ("cool")
This expression, as with all the expressions in this lesson, is particularly Mexican.

Te la pelaste. ("You got the shaft.")
We use this expression to sympathize with or antagonize with a friend who "struck out." The first
person version is Me la pelé ("I got the shaft" or "I struck out.").

a toda madre ("excellent") 
We use this phrase to describe excellent fun: for example, Vamos a toda madre ("We're having a great
time.").

¿Sale? ¡Sale! ("Cool? Cool.") 
We use this question and response formula when agreeing on a plan of action.

¡Neta! ("For real!")
This can express excellence ¡es la neta! ("It's for real!") or we can use it as a question ¿neta? ("For
real?") 

 

Grammar Points

The Focus of This Lesson Is the Teachers' Favorite Spanish Expressions.

Here are Fernando's favorite expressions: 

Chido...This is a much more versatile word than "cool" in English. It can go as far as to mean
something better than cool.

For Example:

1. ¿Cómo te fue en tu exámen? Chido.
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"How did you do on your exam? Pretty good." 

Here are some other sample sentences using Fernando's other favorite expressions:

For Example:

1. ¿ Ya te la pelaste...
" You're screwed" or "you struck out."

2. A toda madre...
"Awesome!" 

A great expression that uses the Spanish word for "mom" to describe something good, or even great.

1. ¿Vas a poder venir? Sí. ¡A toda madre!
"You going to be able to make it? Yes. That's awesome!"

Here are JP's pet expressions.

1. ¿Sale? Sale.
"Okay? Okay!"

2. ¿Neta?
"Seriously?" or "For real?" 
Use this question to get confirmation of something you have a hard time believing. 
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Vocabulary Phrase Usage

Vowels

- [a] aclamar, América
- [e] elefante
- [i] idílico
- [o] horóscopo
- [u] urubú

Consonants that sound the same as in English:

- [m] México
- [n] nopal, simón
- [f] fanfarrón
- [k] kamikaze, kiwi
- [l] lapislázuli, leal
- [p] popocateptl, papaya, papa, papá
- [s] sesenta
- [t] tutear
- [x] explotar, extinguir

Grammar Points

The Focus of This Lesson Is Pronouncing the Spanish Alphabet.

In this lesson, we'll review the basics of Spanish pronunciation and focus on the vowels as well as the
many consonants that English and Spanish have in common.

The Vowels 

Vowels in Spanish are simple in the sense that each vowel has exactly one sound. Unlike English,
vowel quality in Spanish remains consistent regardless of stress or position in the word; it does not
change in the presence of other vowels.
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[a] is the short vowel sound in the western American pronunciation of "pot" or "cot," with lips slightly
spread at the sides.

For Example:

1. Ana 
2. aclamar
3. América

[e] is the short vowel sound in the English words "say" and "hey," only without sliding into the long
[eee] sound as in English.

For Example:

1. elefante
2. elegante

[i] is the short vowel sound in the English words "me" and "see."

For Example:

1. idílico
2. iraquino. 

[o] is the short vowel sound in the English words "no" and "go." However, unlike English, the Spanish
[o] does not slide into an [ooo] sound; lips should remain frozen in the round position.

[u] is the short vowel sound in the English words "who" and "do." Lips remain frozen in the round
position.

Consonants that Sound the Same as in English

In English, we pronounce the letters -p, -k, and -t with aspiration (i.e., a puff of air) when they start a
word and are followed by a vowel. Many native speakers of English are not conscious of this
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variation; however, pronouncing Spanish words with this same aspiration will be perceived as a
foreign accent. Because we pronounce the Spanish letters -p, -k, and -t without aspiration, some
non-native speakers of Spanish sometimes misperceive the unaspirated -p, -k, and -t as their voiced
counterparts -b, -g, and -d. 
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Vocabulary Phrase Usage

Spanish consonants that are subtly different from their English counterparts include: 

- -b, as in      burro and buey
- -v, as in      vaca
- -d, as in      david
- -h, as in      hola
- -x, as in      México and Ixtaccíhuatl

Grammar Points

The Focus of This Lesson Is Spanish Consonants.

In this pronunciation lesson, we'll look at the few consonants of the Spanish alphabet that we
pronounce differently than their English counterparts. 

The letters -b and -v, for example, produce exactly the same sound in Spanish. This sound is
technically a labial fricative, a sound that doesn't exist in English. To make the labial fricative sound,
try to make a [v] sound using your upper and lower lips (rather than your lower lip and upper
teeth). You should be able to continue this sound as long as you have breath. In some contexts, like at
the beginnings of words, both the -b and the -v will make a hard [b] sound.

 

Examples of the hard [b] sound: 

1. vaca
2. burro
3. buey 
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Examples of the interdental fricative sound: 

1. cava
2. estaba
3. lavaba 

The Spanish letter -d makes the same hard [d] sound as in English when it comes at the beginning of
words. However, when it comes between vowels or at the end of words, you will hear an interdental
fricative; that is the [th] sound you hear in the English words "this" or "they." In fact, you should think
of this [th] sound as the default sound of this letter.

In spoken Spanish, the [d] between vowels seems to disappear completely. For example, when
someone says Madrid, David, or la/d/de dedo, you may not perceive every -d that you see written.

 

Examples of the hard [d]:

1. con Daniel
2. tremendo
3. perdón

 

Examples of the [th] sound:

1. Madrid
2. no me digas
3. ¡salud!

The letter -h is silent in Spanish. It never makes the [h] sound that the English "-h" makes. 
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For Example:

1. hola
2. helado 
3. alcohol

The letter -x generally makes the same sound as the English "-x." However, we may pronounce the -x
differently in words that come from the pre-Columbian languages of the Americas. For example, we
always pronounce the -x in México as [h] and never as [x].
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Vocabulary Phrase Usage

- -j, as in jalar ("to pull"), el ojo ("the eye"), el reloj ("the watch")
- -g/hard [g], as in engañar ("to cheat"), con ganas ("with desire"), la desgracia ("disgrace") 
- -g/soft [g], as in la gota ("the drop"), ganso ("the goose"), hago ("I'm doing") 
- -g/[j] after -i or -e, as in el gel ("gel"), el ángel ("the angel"), la girafa ("the giraffe")
- -y, as in el yemo ("the yolk"), ("the line"), voy ("I'm going") 
- -ll, as in llover ("to rain"), la villa ("the villa") 
- -ñ, as in España ("Spain"), mañana ("tomorrow")

Grammar Points

The Focus of This Lesson Is Unique Spanish Sounds.

In this lesson, we review some of the relatively exotic sounds of Spanish that we won't find in
American English.

-j

Most Americans perceive this sound as a rough [h] sound. It's represented by the letter -j, and in
Spanish it's called jota. You'll hear the [j] sound whenever you see a -j, ge-, or gi- in a word. You may
notice that the -j from speakers of Caribbean Spanish sounds exactly like the American "-h." Mexicans
tend to make their -j sound more forward, while European Spanish speakers tend to make the sound in
the back of their mouths.

Try pronouncing these words: jalar, ojo, and reloj.

-g

There are three sounds associated with the Spanish letter -g.

Hard [g]: This is the same [g] sound that we make in American English. Try these words: engañar,
con ganas, and desgracia. Notice that in each case, the -g follows a consonant sound.
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Soft [g]: This the default sound of the -g, and it's a sound that doesn't exist in American English. It is a
velar fricative; we make it in the same manner as the hard [g], but a little lighter. More importantly,
you should continue the sound of this soft [g] for as long as you have breath. If you make a hard [g]
sound instead of a soft [g], you'll be understood perfectly, but you will have a foreign accent. Try
practicing with these words: gota, ganso, and hago.

-ge, -gi as in [je] and [ji]: We pronounce the -g as [j] when followed by the vowels -e and -i. Try
saying the words gel, angel, and girafa.

To preserve a harder [g] sound when followed by -i or -e, we insert a -u between the -g and the -i or -e.
The -u is silent; it only serves to preserve the harder quality of the -g. Say these words: la guerra and
Guillermo.

-y

American English speakers perceive a variety of sounds for this letter, and there is some regional
variation. However, we should note that variation may be heard even with the same speaker. Mexican
Spanish tends to pronounce the -y like an American -y, or sometimes with a very light consonant [dy].
Other Spanish speakers pronounce a harder [dzh] like the -j in the English word "judge." Argentinians
are known to pronounce it as [sh] like in the English word "shoe." Here are some examples: yemo,
vaya, and voy.

-ll

In modern Spanish, we pronounce -ll in the same way that a speaker pronounces -y. For example, try
saying llover and villa.

-ñ

We pronounce this letter, called eñe, as [e-nye]. The -ñ can begin a syllable, but it does not begin or
end words in modern Spanish. Here are two examples: España [es-pa'-nya] and mañana [ma-nya'-na].
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Vocabulary Phrase Usage

Regional differences • -j • -s • ceceo/seseo/distincción • serrano, costeño dialects

Grammar Points

The Focus of This Lesson Is Some Regional Pronunciation Differences in the Spanish-speaking
World.

Like all major languages, Spanish has regional varieties and accents that are influenced by patterns of
migration and isolation as well as contact with other languages. Although Spanish speakers tend to
prefer their own national varieties of Spanish, there is not the same sense that one pronunciation is
more correct or prestigious than another. The Real Academia Española ("The Royal Spanish
Academy," often abbreviated as la RAE) is the official authority on matters of language; however, la
RAE has traditionally taken a descriptive approach to the Spanish language rather than a prescriptive
one.

[j]

We pronounce this sound, represented by the letters -j and -g (when -g is followed by -e or -i), slightly
differently according to region. In Caribbean Spanish, we pronounce it much like an English -h. In
Mexico, we tend to pronounce it at the roof of our mouths; in Spain, we tend to produce the sound at
the back of the throat.

[s]

Most of Latin America pronounces the -s similar the American English "-s," although in Mexico, the
strong, hissing -s seems to be much more consistent. People from Spain, especially the northern
regions, are often perceived to have a thick [s] sound, close to an American English [sh] sound. 

Ceceo, Seseo, and Distincción

Latin American Spanish is all seseo; that is, we pronounce the letters and letter combinations -s, -z, -ce
, and -ci with the consonant sound [s]. In Spain, however, we only pronounce -s as [s], while we
pronounce -z, -ce, and -ci with an [?] sound, which is the first consonant sound of the English words
"think" and "thank." Note that this is not a lisp; speakers do not have a speech impediment. In fact,
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they maintain a distinction between -s and -z, -ce, and -ci. We often refer to this use of [?] as the ceceo,
although people now commonly refer to it as distincción.

Although this may strike American English learners as a radical difference between the two varieties,
Spanish and Latin American varieties of Spanish remain mutually intelligible, and to Spanish speakers,
the difference is perceived as being interesting but not that distracting.

Serrano and Costeño Dialects in Latin America

Serrano dialects in Latin America are the dialects of the more mountainous regions of Latin America,
while the costeño dialects are heard in coastal regions, including the Caribbean. The main feature of 
costeño dialects is that an -s that occurs at the end of a syllable tends to be aspirated (pronounced like
an English -h) or eliminated altogether. Serrano dialects, on the other hand, preserve the -s sound in
most if not all contexts, and therefore, sometimes people consider them more standard.

For example, the sentence ¿Este restaurante está abierta las veintecuatro horas? in a costeño
pronunciation might sound like [ehte rehtaurante ehta abierto lah veinticuatro orah?].

The costeño/serrano distinction is attributed to migration patterns during Spanish colonial times. The
colonists built their administrative centers and capitals in mountainous regions, as they were not
vulnerable to attack from the sea. Therefore, Spanish colonists to these administrative centers and
capitals tended to be from Madrid, the capital of the empire. The coastal regions, on the other hand,
were a maritime culture, which implies that the colonists were from the coastal south of Spain,
specifically Andalucía, where this aspiration of the final -s was present as well and is still evident in
the speech of present-day Andalucía. 
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Vocabulary Phrase Usage

el perro ("the dog")

el carro ("the car")

el borrego ("the sheep")

rojo, red redondo ("round")

ridículo ("ridiculous")

enrollar ("to roll up")

sinrazón ("injustice")

pero ("but")

caro ("expensive," "dear")

el toro ("the bull")

Grammar Points

The Focus of This Lesson Is How to Trill the Letter -R.

The trilled [r] sound can be intimidating for people who do not know how to form it. The good news is
that mispronouncing it will usually not lead to confusion and that with persistence anyone can learn it.
Under no circumstances should you feel discouraged if you are struggling with this sound.  

 

Spanish speakers actually distinguish between two different letters: the -r and the -rr.  
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-rr: We trill this letter in all contexts. Try el perro, el carro, and el borrego.

-r: We usually trill this letter at the beginning of words (try rojo, redondo, and ridículo) and when
following an -n (try enrollar and sinrazón). Some people, especially television and radio announcers,
trill the -r at the ends of words (try comer and tomar); however, this pronunciation is optional.  

In all other cases, we do not trill the -r at all. Instead, we pronounce it as an alveolar flap. To make this
sound, the tip of the tongue does a quick tap of the alveolar ridge, which is the ridge behind the teeth
where the [d] sound is made. This is the exact same sound as the [tt] sound in the American English
pronunciation of the words "bottom" and "gotta" or the [dd] sound in "ladder." Try saying pero, caro,
and el toro.  

How to Trill the -r for Beginners

Learning to trill can take months of daily practice before you show any progress. Do not be
discouraged! Remember that babies go through distinct stages of babbling: first making random
noises, then progressing to making sounds in the language that will become their native language.
Linguists now see "babbling" as a form of pronunciation practice, and if you've never trilled an -r
before, you may have to create yourself a daily program of babbling (i.e., pronunciation practice) for
weeks or even months until you start hearing satisfactory results. 

 

To trill the -r, hold your tongue in the position where you would usually make a -d. Then, force air
over the tip of your tongue. The entire tip of your tongue will flutter when the air is strong enough and
your tongue is relaxed enough. At first, nothing might happen, and you'll just make a deep hissing
noise. With some practice, you might notice that you can get your tongue to flutter only by expelling
air very quickly. Eventually, you'll gain the control to relax your tongue enough to trill your -r with the
airflow you normally use for talking.

Even if you're unable to produce the sound at first, you should always try to do it whenever you speak
Spanish. Do not give up and just use an English -r. The vast majority of the time, your
Spanish-speaking friends will not have any problems understanding what you're saying. In time, the
trill will come.  
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Thank You 

Go to InnovativeLanguage.com/audiobooks to get the lesson notes for this course and sign up for your

FREE lifetime account.
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